FLITCH VENEER – REQUEST FORM
VENEER THICKNESS
1/42”

1/16”

Standard thickness for most species.
Some exceptions to be expected.

VENEER CUT

Used for furniture and door edges.
Skateboard and longboard manufacturing.
Some door face construction.

NOTE: 95% of our stock is clipped and bundled – this eliminates most of the waste from sap to heartwood defects

FLAT

QTR (flake)

Could be called crown,
cathedral or plain sliced

Important to clarify if
flake is required or not

RIFT (no flake)

BURL/CROTCH

MIXED GRAIN

Important to clarify if
flake is required or not

Waste factor should be
4 times the required
volume

Many logs are sold
mixed grain intact,
meaning flat and qtrs
will make up the
footage.

Ribbon can also be
included

FIGURED
Fiddle back
Curly
Block mottled
Quilted/pomelle
Figured Standard
Figured Ropey

REQUIRED LENGTHS
Furniture

Door

Mainly used for shorter clear wood cuttings
6ft or less

Panel

Clear cuttings to net door heights from
7-9ft is usually standard

Clear cuttings to net panels that are usually
but not limited to 8, 10 and 12ft lengths

VENEER GRADE
Architectural

A

AB

Top grade. Very little if any
natural character marking.

Some minimal natural
character markings

Combination of both
identified grades

Very consistent color

Consistent color

Uniform grain structure

Good dimensions

This applies more when
buying large volumes from
the mills

Above average dimensions

Good grain structure

B

C

May contain more character
markings such as pin knots,
gum, sugar figure, pitch and
mineral

Mainly used for backs of
plywood where better grades
are not necessary

Color may vary through out
the log
Grain may wonder from the
center undesirably

May not be completely
sound
May have some machine
downfall qualities
Off color character

COLOUR
Color can be important when certain species are asked for, such as cherry, maple walnut and sometimes oaks.
Be sure to clarify when possible
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